
INFORMATION ABOUT OUR TANDEM MASSAGE

We have been working together providing Tandem (4 hand) Massage sessions for over 13

years.

Our sessions are a blend of Swedish Massage and Asian techniques using Tui-Na,

Reflexology, Acupressure, along with several stretching and Breathwork are included to

create  a  deeper state of relaxation, to balance the whole body.

Our Tandem massage is a truly wonderful and soothing experience with two different

sensations happening at the same time your body and mind won’t know what sensation to

focus on. This allows your mind and body to go even deeper into a meditative state of bliss.

Perfect for those who have highly stressful jobs or demanding lifestyles with little time to

treat themselves. Imagine 2Xs the bodywork in 60 or 90 minutes, leaving you feeling

relaxed yet energized with a clear mind. You will be ready for any task life delivers!

What is a Tandem or 4–handed massage?

Definition: Four-handed massage is a massage where two therapists work on you at the

same time,

In a typical Four Hands Massage session there are two basic types of work that are

blended together to create the ultimate massage session.

The first type, called mirror massage is where both therapists are working in exact unison

with one another, stroke by stroke. It brings balance to both your body and mind.

The second type, called asynchronous massage is where the two therapists work in a

complementary way but are not exact mirror opposites. One therapist may be at the head

of the table relaxing your neck while the other therapist works at the foot of the table

working on the reflex points on your feet.

When done well, your two therapists are working simultaneously, creating a choreographed

dance on your back, legs, neck and your entire body. Originating from the ancient

Ayurvedic Philosophy, this massage experience is a must have for the experienced client as

well as those wanting to indulge in an unforgettable journey in massage,




